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Preface 
 

We Think We can Think…a hypothesis 

 

               All is ok with the terms and terminologies of the technical analysis. 

The basic view I differ with is that, all are dependent on short term history 

or short term parameters and lot of lagging indicators. All the systems I 

found work very well with some or the other time, or time frame, but gen-

erate lot many number of trade actually required and needed for the well to 

do trader. Trader here doesn’t mean short term trader, my view here is 

restricted only to gain and remain in profit at the end of certain period. If 

number of trades increases it is certain that it will make chaos in the mind 

of trader, hence many time making confusion regarding which system to 

use at any particular instance. Maximum systems are based on some statis-

tical tools making it rather averaging concept and in that case trader for-

gets his actual wisdom of the market, since he is addict of mechanical sys-

tem. And once you are addict of the statistical tool, trader is open for the 

thousands of different systems to choose. Trader moves from one system 

to other in case of failure of the first system and he definitely finds 2nd sys-

tem more appealing and that’s why he finds himself in the situation of cha-

os. After searching for newer and newer system he may comes back to his 

original system after some time. I feel it is a vicious circle of statistical 

technical analysis. I had been through all these phases for many years and 

addiction keeps you away from the actual wisdom. Either you call it experi-

ence or  higher ladder of technical analysis, but to attain this phase you 

need to go through all the troubles I have gone through. To choose hard 

way you need first to go through easier ways and find out the lacunas or 

the problems of the easier side of technical analysis. 
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It’s not only engineering  or statistics we need to understand, there are 

thousands of, rather lakhs of things we are unaware in this world, but first 

thing and most important thing is that you should be open by heart and 

mind to accept that we are unaware of maximum things or rather aware of 

very few things which actually exists or work in this world, while saying 

this I am not pressurizing  it only to the things related to the stock market, 

because  if you stay focused  on only one thing or topic you forget the se-

cret sauce which the world is pouring through its own way in every field, 

so while learning why not become totally nude as far as your heart and 

mind is concerned. I have gone through so many clues from the 

universe totally not related to the stock market and they do in-

fluence the activities of the stock market. One of the things to men-

tion here, Fibonacci series or Pingala series not only affects stock market 

as we think, it affects all the living things and that is why it affects the 

stock market and not the other way round. Similarly there are lot many 

things which do affect, but initially we should be open in mind to  under-

stand and test thoroughly the things which we are taking into considera-

tion for applying to the market. Lets us be open for all topics, sectors, 

which our intellectual ability can sustain & accept. Why not be open for 

the topics like biology, chemistry, engineering, astronomy, even history  

can give us thousands of clues, and give a new outlook to look at market. 

Narrow mentality will keep us away from most of the wisdom, which can 

give surprising results in our study. We came in this world without our 

own knowledge, every this is superimposed on our brain after birth except 

few biological tools gifted to us or inherited to us through someone whom 

we don’t know, we call it biological chain in scientific language or in spir-

itual way we can say it’s the gift of god. Whatever it may be, I mean to say 

if we start blank, fresh and in acceptable mode of mentality we are very 

much prone to change for the newer things which we may come across in 

future. Let’s stay focused on our aim, that is to apply all the knowledge we 

acquire through n number of fields to the applications in the field of pro-

jection or prediction of the stock market.  Ameen …. 
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